
We must restore the ozone /ауег!
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Destroying оз огоне layer 
There is а layer о/gas in the atmosphere called огопе. lt 

protects the Earth[пот the dangerous rays о/the зип. Вш if 
ozone comes close [о the Earth, in acid rains, [о» ехатр!е, it is 
also very dangerous itselfand causes diseases. There are now 
holes т the ozone layer because there too тапу greenhouse 
gases т the atmosphere. This protective layer is being damaged 
Ьу chemicals which are released into the atmosphere Ьу daily 
use о/industrial and householdproducts. These gases hold heat. 
Trees and plants help (о take gases [пзт the atmosphere, Ьи! 

people have destroyed юо тапу trees. There are nо! enough 
treesandplants [о do their job. Especially dangerous are CFCs 
gases which are used т refrigerators and spray cans. Theyare 
known [о do the damage (о the ozone layer. lt сап по longer 
protect us[тт dangerous зип rays. Dangerous ultraviolet rays 
penetrate [о the Earth and сап increase the risk о/skin сапсек. 

weaken the иптипе system. Not only people are а! risk, so are 
animals, plants, and the environment in general. And ifwe want 
[о save life оп this planet, we must: 
Firstly, we must reduce the amount о/gases that are emitted 
into the atmosphere and secondly we must plant more trees. 
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4- If you listen to loud music in pubIic places, wear headphones. 

Take care of others! 

4- Try to Ье more often outside of town, in the country, away 

from noise sources: а picnic, fishing, in the woods. 

4- Try to achieve Ictndscaping highway near you. Even а sma/l 

green bar bushes along the road to some extent аЫе to 

dissipate and absorb the noise! 

4- You ссп also reduce '~he noise impact, reducing the sOIJnd of 

the TV, music center at home, do not put car with the 

included alarm under your window. After a/l, it is in '~he 

interest of уоцг health.
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